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We were 26 young women, all high achievers, having required high marks to get into the 
McMaster BScN program ... (and that hasn’t changed). 
 
We came to McMaster in 1967, and over the next 4 years, we witnessed the creation of MUMC, 
and lived through significant social change. We saw the growth of feminism, and the women’s 
rights movement. It was the time of the pill. Canada saw our laws change as birth control and 
homosexuality were legalized, but not until 1969! It was a time of social unrest against racial and 



gender inequity. It was Woodstock. It was Vietnam and Kent State. And there we all were at 
McMaster! We had the rich experience of university, as well as the extra intensity of nursing. We 
formed a cohesive group with shared experiences that have endured for over 50 years. 
 
Some of us went on to other degrees and professions. Lois become a lawyer, Marnie a social 
worker, Gail and Gayle both got MSc degrees, Cathie got an MA Ed degree. Many of us chose a 
career in community health: home care, public health, long term care and family practice… Lora, 
Pat, Linda, Karen, Miriam, Charlene, Dorothy, Leslie, Patti, Sue N., Joanne. We worked in the 
community before disposable equipment. We rejoiced at the fax machine. We developed 
advanced skills. We adapted to technology. Some of us landed in administration during the time 
of restructuring and change in hospitals and in the community ... Cathie and Maureen. Some 
chose nursing education, health planning, risk management, in Canada and abroad... Sue Y., 
Gayle, Sharon. Others practiced internationally ... Ruth in Zambia, Sister Katrina in Jamaica.  
 
We have lost two of our classmates to cancer: Sister Katrina and Miriam. We have lost touch 
with a few ... Jaci, Pam, Gail T., Jan, Linda K., Cassie.  
 
We were leaders, we had successes in one way or another, big or small, behind the scenes, or up 
front, in our professions, our families, or our communities. We are mothers and grandmothers, 
wives, ex-wives and widows. We are caregivers, researchers, teachers, board members, authors, 
artists, musicians, mentors, community movers and shakers. But most of all, we are nurses ... Mac 
nurses! 
 
Our years at McMaster paved the way to fulfilling careers and life choices. During this pandemic 
year, on our 50th anniversary, we will celebrate! 
 
 
 


